FEDLINK MARKETPLACE
FEDLINK Virtual Vendor Demonstrations:

Bloomberg Industry Group/Bloomberg Law
(formerly Bloomberg BNA)

Bloomberg Law

Date and Time
Tuesday, June 2, 2020
1 pm - 2 pm
Webcast Platform
WebEx
Sponsor
FEDLINK
Event contact
fliccfpe@loc.gov

Bloomberg Law, a comprehensive, web-based legal research platform
that has provided solutions for hundreds of thousands of lawyers and
legal professionals since 2009 and is trusted by the world’s largest law
firms, corporations, governments, courts and law schools.
By integrating Bloomberg’s renowned news, company and financial
data with Bloomberg Law’s exceptional analysis, primary and
secondary legal content, and business research tools, Bloomberg Law
delivers an advantage to legal professionals handling the most
complex legal matters. Presented in an easy-to-use interface,
Bloomberg Law gives subscribers unlimited desktop and mobile
access to all the content and tools on the platform.

Join us to learn more about:

Register online here!
(Registration Link)



Free, but advanced
registration is required.
Login information will be
sent to registrants 24
hours in advance.



Please notify FEDLINK at
fliccfpe@loc.gov if you
cannot attend to allow
those on the waiting list
an opportunity to register.







Market leading Dockets product to conduct unlimited searches and
alerts; quickly find underlying documents – such as complaints, briefs,
and orders – with our Docket Key search tool, for all federal District
Courts.
Award-winning tools like Points of Law utilizing A.I. for court opinions,
cutting-edge features like Brief Analyzer, Litigation Analytics,
Smart CodeSM, and our citator BCiteSM.
Exclusive secondary content and expert analysis, setting the
standard for practitioners with Practical Guidance task-based drafting
documents, including overviews, checklists, sample forms and
agreements, timelines, and negotiating guides, along with In- Focus
emerging legal topic coverage, and trusted BBNA manuals and
portfolios.
Industry-leading Legal News products, like US Law Week, Daily
Labor Report®, White Collar & Criminal Law News, and Daily Tax
Report®, and a new Analysis Team reporting more in depth, as well
as Bloomberg News from the Bloomberg Terminal with a
searchable database of tens of thousands of individual news wires
and web sources.
Comprehensive Practice Centers including Antitrust, Bankruptcy,
Benefits & Executive Compensation, Commercial Transactions,
Corporate Practice, Corporate Transactions, Labor & Employment,
Litigation, Health Care, Intellectual Property, Tax, Privacy & Data
Security, Securities, and Tech & Telecom to name a few.

